INTERFERENCIAS AUSTRIA 2012

INTERFERENCIAS is an encounter/research collective of 26 international artists in the field of choreography, dance and performance.

INTERFERENCIAS provides a frame for an „artistic research happening“ in form of gatherings in several countries by creating temporary communities. The first edition took place 2010 in Mexico and lasted 3 weeks, combining the aspects of education, research and performance. During this period the participants developed a collective research frame, focusing on contemporary working conditions (means of creation, politics of performance, locality of actions and collective self-organization), which offered the space to follow your individual interest within the topic as well. In 2012 the 26 artist form a nomadic collective traveling through Portugal, Austria, Mexico.

Public moments Interferencias Austria 2012

Sat 4th of August 5 pm Sigmund Freud Park/ Votivpark
Public Dance - Interferencias artists and local artists meet in couples during the day and explore the city together. The whole group will meet for the very first time at 17h at Sigmund Freud/ Votivpark. The Meeting will end in a Dancing together and you are all invited to just participate and have fun.

Sun 5th of August 10 am WUK Infobüro
WUK Guided Tour - Regina Picker is a member of ttp/WUK and will lead through the labyrinth of WUK.

Mon 6th of August 4:30 pm Interferencias on WUK Radio/ Orange 94.0

Sidespecific Public Sharings - The research-participants of Interferencias Austria 2012 are going to express their thoughts, ideas, questions, concerns coming up during the working process and share them with the public:

Mon 6th of August, 6 pm Altes AKH/Hof 1/ Courtyard 1
Tue 7th of August, 10 pm WUK Hof
Wed 8th of August 7 pm Rossauer Lände/ Donaukanal Walkingpath
Thu 9th of August 8 pm WUK Hof
Fri 10th of August, 7 pm Flieger/WUK

Public Sharing of the working process - One intense week of jumping into a working situation that might bring different experiences to everyone. It will not be a group experience but it will be an individual experience by every participant in a group. What we cannot do alone is what we enjoy to do at the moment! We cannot share our experiences with you, without you coming!

Sat 11. August, 1 pm Arsenal / Burgtheater Probebühnen & Art-for-Art-Werkstätten

Book Presentation - Interferencias platform established in 2010 when Alma Quintera and Esthel Vogrig made an Open Call to participate in an Open Format. The outcome was a research where themes and working modes where found by discussion in the group. It allowed everyone to speak out and to be listened, and so does the book. Centro de las Artes invited and supported the artists to document their process. This book is one outcome of a living process that continues and manifests for one week in Vienna.

Participating artists

ANA V MONTEIRO (Portugal), CAROLINA GUERRA (Uruguay), PIERRE-YVES DIACON (Switzerland), NURIA FRAGOSO (México), VERA GARAT (Uruguay), MAGDALENA LEITE (Uruguay), THEMBI ROSA (Brasil), JUAN FRANCISCO MALDONADO (Mexico), RÉGINA PICKER (Austria), JOSEFINE LARSON OLIN (Sweden), HRAFNHILDUR EINARSDÍTTIR (Iceland), HELENA STENKVIST (Sweden), ESTHEL VOGRIG (Mexico), BENJAMIN KAMINO (Canada), ANA TRINCAO (Portugal), ALMA QUINTANA (Mexico), ALINE KRISTIN MOHL (Austria), NADIA LARTIGUE (Mexico), ALEJANDRO MEDINA CASTILLO (Mexicó), GINA BATTISTICH (Austria), JASMIN HOFFER (Austria), BIANCA FIGL (Austria), ALJA PIRY (Slovenia), EMMY STEINER (Austria), EVA MARIA SCHALLER (Austria), ZUZANNA RATAJČŽK (Polen), MASCHA KERN (Deutschland), ROSWITHA EMRICH (Deutschland), Ana kÁVALIS (Kuba), PAMINA MILEWSKA (Austria), ALMOG LOVEN (Israel), ANNA KNOPP (Austria)
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